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Write Wipe And Write Again
Enjoy fun activities with Elsa, Anna and all their Frozen 2
pals over and over again! With an easy to use wipeclean pen, you can draw, play games and complete the
puzzles as many times as you like.
Oink! Oink Grunt! Grunt! This fabulous Peppa Pig
storybook has 18 fantastic sounds for noisy little piggies
to press. Find out what happens when Peppa and
George's very quiet day, turns very noisy, indeed and
press the sounds as you read along! Based on the
episodes from the number one pre-school animated
show, Peppa's Super Noisy Soundbook makes a
wonderful Christmas and Birthday present or treat!
SNORT! SNORT!
A fun write-on, wipe-off chalk book featuring Peppa -- a
lovable, slightly bossy, little piggy! Learn to write with
Peppa in this fun chalk book that features write-on, wipeoff pages! This adorable book includes sturdy board
pages with a chalkboard coating for writing, a pack of
colorful pink chalk, and a wipe-off eraser so kids can
enjoy writing along with Peppa again and again.
Peppa and George's Wipe-Clean Activity Book Use your
very own Peppa Pig pen on the piggy puzzles, games
and activities in this book. Then, wipe the pages clean
and start all over again! Endless fun with Peppa, George,
and all their friends. Snort! Snort!
Learn at home by practising first phonics with Peppa and
her friends in this colourful sticker activity book. Single
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letters and sounds are introduced in a systematic order,
with fun activities to build confidence in reading and
spelling. Every set of activities follows the same
structure, so that children can focus on the letters and
sounds covered on each page. By working through the
book, they will learn to read lots of new words with
Peppa and her friends. Perfect for young children who
are learning at home or starting school. The ideal
companion title to the early writing skills practised in
Practise with Peppa: First Letters, Practise with Peppa:
First Words and Practise with Peppa: First Writing.
Practise your handwriting and first words with Peppa.
Add a word to a sentence and match pictures to words.
Perfect for young readers who are starting school and
developing their writing skills and pencil control. Children
can wipe the page clean and practise again and again.
Includes a free pen. Look out for Practise with Peppa:
Wipe-Clean Counting too!
Develop and practise first number skills with Peppa Pig
and friends in this colourful wipe-clean activity book.
Children will learn how to write the numbers 1-10 and
begin to link number words with the numerals (one = 1)
through a range of fun Peppa-themed activities. Ideal for
young readers who are starting school and developing
first number skills and pencil control. Children can wipe
the page clean and practise again and again. Includes a
free pen. For more confident learners, why not also try
Practise with Peppa: Wipe-Clean First Counting to
practise numbers up to 20?

Grab your crayons, pencils and pens, and get ready
for a brilliant colouring adventure with Peppa!Peppa
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dives under the sea, flies high in the sky and even
zooms to the moon in these fun activities.Fans of
Peppa with love these easy-to-colour pages, filled
with lovely family scenes!
• Wipe-clean pages. • Great early learning books. •
Includes high-quality wipe-clean pen.
Peppa and George's Wipe-CleanLadybird Books
A Ben & Holly activity book packed with naturethemed puzzles! With Nanny Plum and the Wise Old
Elf, nature class is tons of fun! The Little Kingdom is
bursting with acorns and flowers, woodpeckers and
bees. Help Ben and Holly solve outdoor puzzles,
colour in creatures and play leapfrog with their
friends. There's so much to explore!
Peppa and George's Shiny Sticker Play Book All little
piggies love stickers! Join Peppa and George in this
fun sticker play book. There are activities to do and
games to play. Use the stickers to complete the fun!
Grunt! Grunt!
Teach your kids how to write the alphabet with Bing!
Join Peppa and George on an adventure in this
Marvellous Magnet Book.Peppa and her little brother
George are having fun doing their favourite things.
Including going to the museum, a birthday party and
having a sunny summer holiday! Join in by reading
the exciting stories and choosing the magnets to
finish the pictures. The Peppa Pig range of books
are fun, interactive and educational, ideal for
encouraging children to start to read by themselves.
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Titles available from Ladybird include: The Story of
Peppa Pig, Peppa Pig and the Tooth Fairy, Find-thehat Sticker Book and many more!
Peppa, George, Mummy Pig, and Daddy Pig
celebrate the start of fall by going on a trip to the
apple orchard. They will bake the apples into a
delicious pie for Granny and Grandpa Pig--and
Daddy Pig knows a special trick for getting the
juiciest, most delicious apples! This storybook is
based on the hit animated TV show, as seen on Nick
Jr.
First words Level: EYFS Subject: English Help
children learn key first writing skills with the friendly
students of Ladybird Class! Join Zara Penguin, Tao
Meerkat, Ali Lion, Olivia Crocodile, Noah Panda and
Nia Hedgehog as they have fun practising letter
shapes, writing words and making up their first
sentence. Included in this book: · Fun, motivating
activities aligned with key pre-school learning and
Early Years Foundation Stage, perfect for supporting
your child's home learning in preparation for starting
school. · Engaging questions and colourful
illustrations make learning fun and help your child
confidently develop their phonics skills by sounding
out letters and tracing over the words with the
special pen. Practice again and again with the wipeclean pages and included eraser. · All the key skills
children need to learn how to write words: from
writing letters in alphabetical order, using capital
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letters for names and first sentences, to writing
groups of letters that require the same hand
movements (for example, curly, round letters a, c
and o). · Helpful parent notes with left-handed
guidance and activity answers to support learning
and give your child a sense of achievement. A
perfect follow-on title to the first letter-forming skills
introduced in Learn with Ladybird: Wipe-Clean
Letters.
This Giant Activity Work Book has 114 pages of wipeclean activities, from writing to spelling, math to
telling the time, and plenty of fun puzzles to do. The
book has a spiral, so the pages lie flat, and comes
with a dry-wipe pen, enabling children to complete
and repeat the activities again and again. Illustrated
with bright and colorful photographs, it is a good
book for children to dip into and learn key early years
skills, while having fun along the way.
The ideal first activity book for toddlers, Dot to Dot
for Tiny Tots is full of simple dot-to-dot exercises and
maze puzzles, which help young children develop
their fine motor and problem-solving skills, as well as
number recognition.
Vroom! George rides in a racecar in this amazing
storybook. Based on the hit show airing on Nick Jr.
Peppa and George are inside watching television on
a sunny day when Granny Pig sends them outside to
play. Grandpa Pig builds George his very own
racecar, and Peppa and George soon discover that
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real-life racing is better than watching it on television!
Based on the hit show on Nick Jr. Includes a special
sheet about teaching children to be supportive.
Join Peppa, George and all of your favorite Peppa
Pig pals for over 30 fun activities with this Peppa Pig
Wipe-Clean Activity Book.
Peppa and George are learning all about Diwali in
this fun sticker activity book. Complete the activities
and puzzles to help them dress up, prepare the feast
and celebrate with their family on this special
occasion!
Hop aboard! Peppa and George are always on the move and
so are their family and friends. This sticker book is packed
with lots and lots of stickers of vehicles, including cars, vans,
trains and diggers. Perfect for keeping little Peppa fans busy.
Based on the hit pre-school animation, Peppa Pig, shown
daily on Five's Milkshake and Nick Jnr.
Little ones will practice their letters and words with Peppa in
this amazing wipe-clean workbook with a pen! Based on the
hit TV show on Nick Jr. Peppa is learning lots of new words
and letters. Now you can learn them too! Write on the pages
with the special pen, then wipe them clean and try again!This
is a great book to introduce handwriting and letter concepts to
children. Plus, with Peppa, it's always a fun time!
Practice your writing with Peppa. Trace the letters and learn
new words in this wipe-clean activity book. Perfect for Peppa
Pig fans who are starting school and developing their writing
skills and pencil control. Children can wipe the page clean
and practice again and again. Includes a free pen. Based on
the hit pre-school animation, Peppa Pig, shown daily on
ABC4Kids.
Go back to school with Peppa Pig! This charming, animated
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preschool TV show can be seen on Nick Jr. Join Peppa and
her friends on their class trip to the top of the mountain. What
fun things will they find? This title is perfect for back to school!
Join Peppa and George in this fantastic dot-to-dot activity
book with a wipe clean pen! Little ones will love practising
their writing and counting while exploring Peppa Pig's world.
It is bedtime for Peppa and George, but the little piggies are
not sleepy! They must take their bath, brush their teeth, and
listen to a story before they can have sweet dreams. Join
Peppa and George on an adorable bedtime-themed tale in
this storybook based on the hit Nick Jr. show!
The perfect book collection for the littlest readers! Peppa and
George are getting ready for bed with this sweet little library
of bedtime books. From bathtime to storytime, bedtime to
dream time, this little library is the ideal gift to help little ones
settle off to sleep too. The back covers even make a jigsaw
puzzle for busy little hands to make! Titles available from
Ladybird include: Peppa Pig Little Library and Peppa Pig
Fairy Tale Little Library

Practice with Peppa as you learn all about numbers
and counting in this interactive, mess-free workbook!
Based on the hit TV show on Nick Jr. Peppa helps
little ones learn about numbers and counting in this
amazing workbook. Readers will be asked to trace
numbers, then learn about simple addition and
subtraction. Plus, they get to practice with Peppa!
This workbook includes a write-on, wipe-off pen, so
it's completely mess-free and can be used again and
again. Based on the hit TV show airing on Nick Jr.
Find-the-hat is a delightful new sticker activity book
featuring everybody's favourite pig, Peppa, and her
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friends.It's time to find the hat! Peppa and George
and their friends wear lots of different hats for
different occasions. Choose from your super cool hat
stickers and have some fun dressing your favourite
Peppa Pig characters for a moon trip, a party, a bike
ride or just for splashing in mud on a rainy day! Oink!
Oink!The Peppa Pig range of books are fun,
interactive and educational, ideal for encouraging
children to start to read by themselves. Titles
available from Ladybird include: The Story of Peppa
Pig, Peppa Pig and the Tooth Fairy, Peppa Goes
Swimming and Peppa's Space Trip.
Peppa loves drawing pictures of her daddy. Make
your own special scrapbook about yours with help
from Peppa Pig. With a free pull-out frame for a
picture of your daddy and a sheet of stickers.
Peppa, George and all their friends are celebrating
Easter. Join them in this activity book packed with
puzzles, stickers and Easter fun!
Jet away on holiday with Peppa and George and find
out what funny adventures the Pig family gets up to
abroad! This sticker book is packed with lots and lots
of fun, holiday-related stickers. Perfect for keeping
little Peppa fans busy. A sticker story book based on
the hit pre-school animation, Peppa Pig, shown daily
on Five's Milkshake and Nick Jnr.
Peppa's Space Trip and Teddy's Day Out is a fun
and challenging sticker activity book for preschool
children, featuring characters from the awardPage 8/9
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winning Nick Jr. television series Peppa Pig. Jampacked with shiny foil stickers to help complete the
fun, Peppa's Space Trip and Teddy's Day Out will
keep your little piglets amused at home or in the car.
Oink! Oink!It's time to sparkle!Lots of Peppa Pig
sparkly stickers for little pigs to play with. Have fun
with Peppa and her friends as you complete the
scenes. Peppa Pig is the most popular pre-school
licensed character; the Peppa Pig range of books
are fun, interactive and educational, ideal for
encouraging children to start to read by themselves.
Titles available from Ladybird include: Nursery
Rhymes and Songs Picture Book and CD, My SuperDuper Activity Book, On Pirate Island Sound Book
and Peppa Pig's Family Computer. You can star in
your own Peppa Pig book at
www.peppapigandme.com.
Peppa's friends are playing hide-and-seek and
Peppa has to find them all. Help Peppa find her
friends and finish the game, and look out for lots of
other things to spot.
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